MINIM SERVER
MinimServer is a UPnP DLNA AV server that enables the music library on an Antipodes server to be
accessed by DLNA-capable devices. It is an optional application on the Antipodes server. If you want
to use it you must install the application MinimServer.

How to Install MinimServer
To install go to the 'Apps' tab on the Antipodes GUI screen and then click the 'Available Apps' tab:

Select the

icon followed by 'Install':

After you have completed this step click the 'Installed Apps' tab and check that MinimServer is
shown on the screen:

How to Set Up Minim Server
Go to 'Apps' on the Antipodes GUI screen and click the MinimServer icon:

Click 'MinimServer Admin':

Accept the MinimServer License terms and select 'Confirm':

Set the Content Directory to '/storage/music', as shown above, and select 'Update'.

How to Run MinimServer
After MinimServer has been installed on the Antipodes server it will start automatically and run
continuously. There are no 'Start' or 'Stop' commands for MinimServer.

How to Use MinimServer
MinimServer makes your Antipodes server music library available to UPnPDLNA client applications
such as BubbleUnP and UPnPlay running on Android devices such as smartphones and tablets.
Music from the Antipodes library can be played on these devices.
Alternatively you can use such devices as remote controls to play music on the Antipodes server.
This requires a DLNA 'renderer' to be running on the Antipodes server. There are two renderer apps
that you can use: MPD/DLNA Renderer and the UPnPDLNA Interface plugin that is included in the
Squeezebox Server and is pre-enabled:

You should refer to the Help Information for MPD/DLNA Renderer and for Logitech Media Server
(Squeezebox Server) for guidance in the installation and use of these applications.
Here are examples of MinimServer remote control using Bubble UPnP on a Samsung Galaxy
smartphone as a remote control to select music from an Antipodes server library and play through a
DLNA renderer running on the same server:

